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 (d)	There should be steps or a slope at one end to enable
the refuse to be removed when ready for the fields.
 (e)	If pits are occasionally watered, their contents will
rot more quickly.
(/) The pit should never be dug inside the ahdta.1 This
is done in some Canal Colonies, but it should be discouraged
as without very intense supervision it is sure to be a cause
of offence.
(g) The length and breadth depend upon the amount of
rubbish and dung likely to be deposited in them, but if they
are to be screened off and used as latrines they must not
be too wide for whatever footboards are available. The
rubbish pit is by no means an ideal latrine but it is better
than no latrine at all.2 If so used, it must have a screen
round it for decency and planks or logs across it to squat on.
A few handfuls of earth should always be thrown in after
use, and the day's rubbish and sweepings should be care-
fully thrown under the foot-planks, and these planks moved
along the pit as it fills up.
As pits are an agricultural as well as a sanitary necessity,
they are again dealt with in connexion with the farm (see
p. 65). For fuller particulars see the Pit Pamphlet.3
(iii) Disposal of waste water. This is one of the biggest
problems of village sanitation, whether the water comes
from the house or from the well. Hand-pumps are very
popular in the villages and very numerous, but without some
arrangement for absorbing their waste water they will only
spread dirt and smell and possibly malaria too. Waste
water from wells generally works its foul way down the
village streets to a still fouler pond. The pond is itself
1	The small compound of a village house.
 2	See p. 42.
 3	See p. 280 ; also pp. 277 (1), 288 (15).

